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Automation Design Suite (AD Suite) was released as part of CENTUM VP R6.01 to 
innovate the engineering environment. AD Suite is software that improves the efficiency of 
engineering and reduces risks during the initial construction, expansion or modification of 
customers’ instrumentation systems, and visualizes the design of the instrumentation system 
while keeping its information up to date throughout the plant lifecycle.

This paper describes the structure and final objective of AD Suite and its functions 
and mechanisms implemented in CENTUM VP R6.01.

INTRODUCTION

As shown in Figure 1, CENTUM VP R6 aims to solve 
the various problems of users with the key concepts of 

smart engineering, advanced operation, system agility, and 
sustainable platform.

In engineering, there are several issues to be solved. For 
example, it requires substantial time and effort in initial plant 
construction, expansion, and renovation, and it is difficult to 

keep information up to date throughout repeated maintenance, 
expansion, and renovation of the plant. To solve these 
problems, Yokogawa developed Automation Design Suite (AD 
Suite) as a part of CENTUM VP R6.01, for achieving smart 
engineering, i.e., the innovation of engineering (1).

AD Suite was developed with the ultimate goal of being 
a platform which ensures the construction, maintenance 
and improvement of the whole instrumentation system of 
customers with the industry’s highest quality, lowest cost 
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Figure 1 Four concepts of CENTUM VP R6 
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and quickest delivery throughout the plant lifecycle, thus 
contributing to optimal production. Figure 2 shows the goal 
of AD Suite.

Because conventional engineering functions focused 
on implementation and testing in terms of the lifecycle axis 
shown in Figure 2, there are problems of discrepancies arising 
between design and implementation, low working efficiency at 
sites, and difficulties in engineering for modifications during 
plant operation. Meanwhile, AD Suite offers information and 
mechanisms useful for various phases in plant construction 
from basic designing to commissioning at sites, and for the 
maintenance, improvement, expansion and renovation of 
plants during operation.

In terms of the solution axis shown in Figure 2, the 
conventional engineering targeted only the data necessary 
for CENTUM VP. In contrast, AD Suite offers an integrated 
engineering environment not only for CENTUM VP but also 
for all components for instrumentation systems including 
safety instrumentation systems, field devices, and network 
devices.

In terms of the value axis shown in Figure 2, the 
conventional engineering suffered problems in efficiency 
of data input and modification in accordance with actual 
engineering work, and in the practical use of information from 
engineering results. In contrast, AD Suite offers mechanisms 
for automating and standardizing engineering work which 
are effective for improving working efficiency and reducing 
engineering errors, and for keeping the information up to date 
and providing it to users properly.

INNOVATION IN ENGINEERING 
ENVIRONMENT

Although AD Suite released as CENTUM VP R6.01 
focuses on CENTUM VP in terms of the solution axis shown 
in Figure 2, AD Suite offers functions to solve the problems 
in terms of the lifecycle and value axes. This chapter describes 
these functions.

Module Engineering
Module engineering is a distinctive feature of a new 

engineering method provided by AD Suite. Modules are 
functional applications that can be developed independently 
from hardware, and contain design information, control 
logics, tuning parameters, alarm attributes, attached files. 
Engineering is carried out for each module, and module 
elements can be managed as a whole.

The conventional engineering functions for CENTUM VP 
do not cover management of the design information. Therefore, 
implementation (specific control logics, etc.) deviates from 
design information during repeated modifications, making it 
impossible to refer to design information.

I n  cont r a s t ,  A D Su it e  def i nes  both desig n and 
implementation information in an integrated manner and 
updates design information and implementation at the same 
time even during repeated modifications, thus preventing 
discrepancies. In the module engineering, careful designing 
of modules is expected to dramatically reduce regression work 
caused by modifications in the final phase of the engineering, 
and to reduce risks such as delay in construction and increase 
in costs. Meanwhile, to reduce the burden of design work for 
users, Yokogawa offers industry libraries of modules for reuse 
that are developed on the basis of Yokogawa’s engineering 
know-how, and have been verified.

Scope of AD Suite

Value axis

Solution axis

Lifecycle axisDesign
Implementation 

and testing

Site work Expansion, 
change and 
improvement

In operation

More added value 
based on design 
information

Improving cost-
performance and 
mitigating project 
risks

Covering all instrumentation system components including 
DCSs, SISs, field devices, and network devices

Current
VP engineering

Covering all project phases from 
design, implementation and testing 
to site work

Permanent use and continuous 
improvement by keeping design 
information up to date

Figure 2 Ultimate goal of AD Suite 
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As shown in Figure 3, modules come in two types: a 
class module that serves as a template, and an application 
module created by copying a template. First, class modules are 
designed, created and inspected, and then multiple application 
modules are created from them. This greatly improves the 
engineering efficiency. For a class module, various parameters 
and their values can be defined, and it is defined whether the 
values of each parameter cannot be modified as an application 
module or can be modified. Parameters that should not 
be customized from the design viewpoint can be locked. 
Because the relationship between class modules and their 
copied application modules is maintained, modifications in 
class modules can be collectively reflected in all application 
modules that have been created from the same parent class 
modules.

For alarm attr ibutes in a module, a concept called 
alarm profile was newly introduced. The alarm profile is 
a pre-setting for defining multiple alarm attributes. By 
defining alarm profiles in advance, alarm attribute values 
can be set simply by choosing a suitable profile. Just like the 
relationship between class modules and application modules, 
the relationship between alarm profiles and alarm attribute 
definitions is maintained. When an attribute value in an alarm 
profile is modified, it is collectively reflected in the values of 
the corresponding alarm attribute.

All information def ined in these modules can be 
collectively output in Microsoft Word format by using 
the Document generation function. To enable var ious 
document formats to be used, a template that specifies the 
style of a document, cover page, header and footer, and the 
structure of the table of contents can be defined in advance. 
The documents including design information and various 
parameter values can be created at any time in the predefined 
format. These documents can be kept up to date reflecting the 
latest information managed by AD Suite re-generation after 
modification of the modules.

Handling of I/O List
Another distinctive feature of AD Suite in addition 

to the module engineering is the handling of I/O lists. 
This feature enables the direct handling of I/O lists, which 
include information regarding input and output points in 
instrumentation, through AD Suite.

In the conventional engineering, I/O lists were obtained 
from engineering companies or end users as information on 
instrumentation in the form of hard copies or Microsoft Excel 
files, and their data were input into the engineering database 
using engineering functions of CENTUM VP. This required a 
huge amount of manual work for manually inputting the I/O list 
data into the engineering database, checking the input results 
to avoid and correct input errors, reflecting frequent revisions 
of the I/O list in the engineering database, and so on.

In contrast, by using AD Suite, received I/O lists can be 
imported and managed as they are. This function eliminates 
the conventional manual work.

The I /O l ist  handl ing by AD Suite can not only 
incorporate the I/O lists but also define the references relations 
with the application modules described above. Figure 4 shows 
the relation between the I/O Editor to handle I/O lists and the 
application modules.

Instead of directly defining various setting items in 
an application module, such as tag comments, ranges, 
engineering units and security levels for function blocks, 
they can be defined as references to I/O lists using a method 
called module rule. This enables the values in the I/O list to be 
automatically reflected in application modules. For example, 
when an I/O list is revised and imported, modifications in 
the I/O list are collectively ref lected in the corresponding 
application modules, eliminating the necessity to work 
on individual application module for every modification. 
The collective modification by AD Suite eliminates not 
only manual modification work but also checking work for 
comparing before and after the modifications.
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Class module
Application module

Param A Editable Value 100

Param B Not editable Value 200

Param A Value 100

Param B Value 200

Param A Value 200

Param B Value 200

Param A Value 300

Param B Value 200

Param A Value 400

Param B Value 200
When the value of not-editable Param 
B is modified in the class module, the 
modification is reflected in all corre-
sponding application modules.

Values of parameters specified as not editable in a class module 
cannot be modified in corresponding application modules.

Figure 3 Creating application modules from class modules 
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Separating Logical from Physical
Here, logical mean functional applications such as class 

modules and application modules, while physical means the 
configuration of hardware such as controllers and I/O modules. 
AD Suite can perform logical design work independent of the 
physical configuration.

In the conventional engineering, it was required to define 
first physical structures such as controllers and I/O modules, 
and then to define logics such as control drawings and 
sequence control. As a result, there was the problem that the 
definition of functional applications could be started after the 
physical structure was determined.

In contrast, AD Suite can perform design, implementation, 
and inspection of functional applications even in the basic 
design phase before the physical hardware structure is 
determined. Meanwhile, in the physical aspect, detailed I/O 
parameters can be determined even before the allocation of 
controllers, I/O modules and so on are determined.

Functional applications can be assigned to a controller in 
the final phase after I/O signals used in them are determined 
to be connected to which controllers, I/O module and channels 
and their wiring is fixed.

Bulk Editing
Yokogawa offers the following three functions to edit data 

collectively.
 ● Data-grid input 
 ● Comparison and reflection
 ● Grid rule

Data-grid Input 
In the conventional engineering, data input was performed 

using fill-in-the-form editing functions, and so bulk input was 
impossible; manual and individual data input was required. 
This was a bottleneck in improving engineering efficiency. For 
example, to modify 100 ranges, the editing function had to be 
started up 100 times and corrections to one range also had to 
be made 100 times.

On the other hand, the editors of AD Suite allow bulk 
input by using Data-grid input, enabling 100 ranges to be 
corrected in one editing session. This function is based on 
the know-how of Yokogawa’s engineering department that 
improves working efficiency and reduces risk of mistakes and 
unnecessary repeated work.

The editors, with Data-grid input, provide functions for 
batch input, batch deletion, data editing with batch copy & 
paste, and exporting and importing from or to Microsoft Excel 
files. In addition, with powerful search and edit functions such 
as filtering, sorting, freezing window frames and rearranging 
the order of columns, target data among a huge volume of data 
can be narrowed down and easily edited.

Comparison and Reflection
For comparison and reflection, AD Suite offers a function 

to display the differences between data to be imported and 
data stored in AD Suite, and a function to select targets from 
among the differences, and ref lect them in AD Suite. For 
example, when importing an I/O list, changes in the I/O list 
compared with the data in AD Suite are detected and the 
differences can be displayed. In addition, by using the filtering 
function, only the lines with differences can be displayed. 
After selecting the changes to be reflected in AD Suite among 
these differences, the selected changes can be collectively 
modified in AD Suite.
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I/O Editor
Application modules

I/O Tag Param A •••

%%TIM2001IN 100 •••

%%TIM1001IN 200

%%PIM2001IN 300

%%PIM1001IN 400

:

Param A Referred value: 100

Rule = IO.%%TIM2001IN.[ParamA]

Param A Referred value: 200

Rule = IO.%%TIM1001IN.[ParamA]

Param A Referred value: 300

Rule = IO.%%PIM2001IN.[ParamA]

Param A Referred value: 400

Rule = IO.%%PIM1001IN.[ParamA]When the value of Param A is modified 
in the revised I/O list, the modification 
is collectively reflected in all application 
modules referring to the I/O list. By defining module rules in an application module, 

values in I/O lists can be referred to.

Figure 4 Module rules to define reference relations  
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Grid Rule
The Grid rule is a function for collective data conversion 

and checking. Figure 5 shows an example of the definitions. 
When the data specified in a Target Column satisfy the rule 
in the corresponding Condition definition, the action rule in 
the corresponding Action definition is performed. With this 
function, collective string operations specified as an action 
on all data satisfying the condition can be performed, and 
collective checks as to whether the data satisfy the given 
condition can be performed. Grid rules can be exported and 
imported via external files, so that know-how can be shared 
among multiple projects.

Change Management
Change management plays a crucial role for AD Suite 

to keep the information on instrumentation design and 
implementation up to date throughout the plant lifecycle. AD 
Suite saves the revision history of all modifications in a server. 
In addition, it can define a data sheet called Modification 
Package (ModPack) containing information on modifications. 
The information contained includes definitions of modification 
requests, modification contents, modification targets and 
modification methods, current status, persons in charge of 
modification, and links with modification results.

Links to modif ication targets can be def ined in a 
ModPack. When a modification target in a ModPack is 
selected during modification work, the editor for the target 
is directly started and editing for the target can be started. 
This eliminates tasks for engineers to look for necessary 
modification targets from a huge amount of all engineering  
data. In addition, the link to the revision history of the 
modification target just modified is registered in the ModPack. 
Later on, actual modified contents can be directly checked 
through the link to the history, making it possible to trace 

which target was modified and how it was modified in the 
ModPack.

ModPack has a function that can designate engineers 
in charge of modif ication work. A supervisor def ines 
modification targets while carefully assessing the impact of 
their modification, and designates engineers who can perform 
the modifications, at the same time. When engineers use AD 
Suite using their own accounts, only ModPacks to which they 
are assigned are displayed on the screen, and can therefore 
quickly start modification work by clicking a modification 
target defined in one of the ModPacks displayed.

Dependency Analysis
For the given analysis key, for example, a tag name, 

element name or station name, the dependency analysis can 
search control logics, I/O signals, and graphics that are related 
to the analysis key. Although the conventional engineering 
functions also include a search function, users needed to 
repeat searching to grasp the overall relationship among 
engineering data and needed to identify the scope of the 
engineering data affected by the modification of an object 
specified as an analysis key.

AD Suite can use search results as the keys for the 
following searches, and the results of these recursive searches 
can be displayed in a layer structure. As shown in Figure 6, 
the dependency among application objects can be visually 
and intuitively grasped. The searching targets have been 
substantially extended compared with the existing search 
function. These functions make it possible to thoroughly check 
the impact area before actual modifications, thus contributing 
to preventing oversight of modifications and unnecessary 
modifications. These functions are also useful for analyzing 
and understanding existing applications.
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Figure 5 Example of definitions of Grid rules
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Figure 6 Example of dependency analysis

CONCLUSION

AD Suite is an integrated platform for managing 
design and implementation information covering a whole 
instrumentation system. AD Suite can properly handle 
modifications of an instrumentation system, offers functions 
for reducing manual work for modifications, and substantially 
reduces the risk during initial construction, expansion and 
renovation of plants. Furthermore, with its mechanism to 
prevent discrepancies between design and implementation and 
its function for managing modifications, AD Suite keeps the 
design information up to date throughout the plant lifecycle. 

This paper introduced major functions and mechanisms 
of AD Suite, and showed the direction of innovation in the 

engineering environment. Yokogawa will continue to expand 
AD Suite in the directions of the three axes of lifecycle, 
solution and value shown in the ultimate goal of AD Suite, and 
thus help to optimize customers’ production activities.
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